
United4Information

Hiring now: Growth Manager

Our proposition is simple: let’s turn misinformation into social momentum against it. 
How? By live tracking misinformation events and alerting affected audiences.
Whenever our live tracker identifies the spread of  misleading information on social networks, a 
social alert and resource hub enables content creators from local communities, and all people who 
are sick of  unwanted influence, to stand up with their voice for transparency.
United, we create a negative return on misinformation: with every dollar spent, visible to all, the 
truth gets further amplified.

Join the fight against misinformation

Key responsibilities:
• Oversee growth and operational excellence of  the company
• Build a scalable, kick-ass team and lead employees to the best performance
• Ensure continued growth of  our community
• Translate strategy into actionable goals helping us to reach our vision 
• Assist in fundraising and investor reporting

Requirements:
• Previous experience in building organizations or scaling business departments
• Knowledge in state-of-the-art management techniques and measurement of  startup KPIs
• Extraordinary passion and dedication for our mission
• Willingness to take ownership and “go the extra mile”
• Smart strategic thinking and evidence-based decision-making

What we offer/structure
• A mission-driven, ambitious startup environment: We are on the brink of  our next growth stage 

and offer unlimited opportunities to earn ownership of  activities and equity options. 
• Remote global team: With uncertainty high, we have an office in Berlin and a remote work 

structure that works.
• Real social impact on a global scale: We want to make this a better world and have a clear path 

to get there. Come join us!

Our Vision

Our organization was founded on the belief  that our societies are, and always have been, shaped 
by the information available to its citizens. Thus, we see the surfacing of  transparent information 
as the means to making this a fair world to live in. We are a group of  passionate, 100%! mission-
driven, hard-working people from around the world, who all thrive for common goals of  equality 
and sustainability.
After optimizing the product-market-fit in the fight against misinformation for years, we have hit a 
breakthrough point with launching our social alert and are now rapidly scaling the team. Thus, we 
are looking for the brightest and most passionate individuals around the world to join us in 
putting a stop to misinformation. 

…turning misinformation into social momentum 

United for Information (U4I) is a venture out of  the SquintLabs Ecosystem, a tech and service 
portfolio against misinformation. Serial-entrepreneur Pete Borum (Exit Reelio, 2018 to AT&T), and 
Julian Haug, initiator of  various companies in the fight for better information have built SquintLabs 
to create a coalition against misinformation. U4I is their first internal incubation that will leverage 
this foundation to incentivize the world to stand-up against misinformation. 

About us – www.united4information.com

Your position: Growth Manager 

Please send your application/questions to JoinUs@united4info.org


